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Sommario
"La comparsa di una così ampia gamma di dispositivi senza precedenti, di
piattaforme tecnologiche e canali di comunicazione non è accompagnata
dall’avvento di un adeguato Platform Independent Model (PIM) che può essere
utilizzato per esprimere le decisioni di progettazione delle interazione
indipendentemente dalla piattaforma di implementazione. Questo fa sì che lo
sviluppo front-end sia un processo costoso e inefficiente, ove la codifica
manuale è l'approccio di sviluppo predominante; il riutilizzo degli artefatti di
progettazione è bassa e la portabilità delle applicazioni risulta difficile. "
(Brambilla. 2011. Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) RFP )

Abstract
“The emergence of such an unprecedented range of devices, technological
platforms, and communication channels is not accompanied by the advent of an
adequate Platform Independent Model (PIM) that can be used to express the
interaction design decisions independently of the implementation platform. This
causes front-end development to be a costly and inefficient process, where
manual coding is the predominant development approach; reuse of design
artifacts is low; and portability of applications across platforms remains
difficult.”
(Brambilla. 2011. Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) RFP )

Introduction
The present work aims to demonstrate how it is possible to model in IFML
(Interaction Flow Modeling Language) different types of applications regardless
of the platform by adopting a typical Platform Independent Model (PIM)
approach.
The possibility of abstraction, along with the high level modeling , allow us to
be estranged from the constraints closely related to various programming
languages, the different SDK (Software Development Kit) or platform (hardware
and software) for the designated device application, focusing our attention on
modeling and functionality of our project.
Following the IFML specifications and its specific guidelines, key concepts and
motivations that are the basis for the formulation of this new standard of
modeling language, we have modeled different types of application for desktops,
mobile browsers and native mobile application by a Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) methodology.
The study was discussed having clear in mind the application in its full
development, going gradually in detail to specify and refine structures,
constraints and relationships.
The theoretical basis was provided by the Interaction Flow Modeling Language
[1] publication (better described in Chapter 1), where has the instrumentation
software, which have been used for modeling, is mainly based on Microsoft
Visio after I created a special stencil’ shapes based on IFML specifications. For
a better and deeper study of the subject, we started modeling applications on
WebRatio focusing our attention on WebML, tested the IFML plugin based on
Eclipse and compared some key concepts with Visual Paradigm for UML and
ArgoUML.
In particular, in Chapter 2 will be offered a possible Webmail Plain Html version
designed for desktop devices, in Chapter 3 a possible Webmail Mobile Browsers
oriented version and finally in the Chapter 4, we explored the modeling of a
Native Mobile Application based on Twitter Android App.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to IFML
Over the past few years we assisted to a proliferation of range devices,
technological platforms and communications channel, but usually the most of
these innovations is not accompanied by an adequate independent development
study so analysis, design and realization of a web or mobile application is
strongly connected and limited to a specific hardware device or operating
system.
The manual coding is the predominant development approach, the reuse of
design artifact is low and portability of applications across platforms remain
difficult [1] .
The Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) aims to provide system
architects, software engineers and software developers with tools for the
definition of Interaction Flow Models that describe the principal dimensions of
an application front-end [1] adopting a Platform Independent Model (PMI)
approach used to express the interaction design decisions independently of the
implementation platform.
In March 2013 it was adopted as standard by Object Management Group
(OMG), that is an international open membership, not-for-profit computer
industry standards consortium that produces and maintains computer industry
specifications for interoperable, portable, and reusable enterprise applications in
distributed, heterogeneous environments.
The Interaction Flow Modeling Language is inspired by WebML notation and
deployed in the last two years under the lead of WebRatio that is implementing a
new opensource IFML editor too based on Eclipse, EMF/GMF and the Graphiti
API. It will be released as opensource Eclipse Project.

1.1 Design Principles and Key Concepts of IFML
The Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) supports the platform
independent description of graphical user interfaces for applications accessed or
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deployed on such systems as desktop computers, laptop computers, PDAs,
mobile phones, and tablets The IFML provides to designers a particular
development environment easy to use, quickly learned and open to extendibility.
It is concise, avoiding redundancy, provides model inference rules, includes
extensibility for new concepts, ensure implementability and a model-level
reusability.
In particular, the implementability supports the construction of model
transformation frameworks and code generators that can map the PIM into a
suitable PSM and ultimately into executable applications for a wide range of
technological platforms and access devices.
Modeling the user interface and interaction with IFML amounts to addressing
the following aspects:
•

•

•
•
•
•

The composition of the view, in terms of its partition into independent
visualization units, which can be displayed simultaneously or in mutual
exclusion, and can be nested hierarchically.
The content of the view, in terms of both the data elements published
from the application to the user and of the data elements input from the
user to the application.
The commands enabling the user’s interaction and the corresponding
events.
The reference to actions triggered by the user’s commands.
The effects of the user’s interaction and of the action execution on the
state of the user interface.
The parameter binding between the elements of the user interface and the
triggered actions.

An IFML model supports the following design perspectives:
•
•

The view structure specification, which consists of the definition of view
containers, their nesting relationships, their visibility, and their
reachability.
The view content specification, which consists of the definition of view
components, i.e., content and data entry elements contained within view
containers.
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The events specification, which consists of the definition of events that
may affect the state of the user interface. Events can be produced by the
user’s interaction, by the application, or by an external system.
The event transition specification, which consists of the definition of the
effect of an event on the user interface. The effect can be the change of
the view container or of the content displayed, the triggering of an action,
or both.
The parameter binding specification, which consists of the definition of
the input-output dependencies between view components and between
view components and actions.

1.2 Concept List
Table 1 lists the core concepts of IFML and Table 2 lists a set of extension
concepts provided as an example for the IFML extension mechanism.

Table 1 : Essential IFML concepts

Concept

Meaning

View
Container

An element of the interface
that comprises elements
displaying content and
supporting interaction and/or
other ViewContainers.

XOR View
Container

A ViewContainer
comprising child
ViewContainers that are
displayed alternatively.

Landmark
View
Container

A ViewContainer that is
reachable from any other
element of the user interface
without having explicit
incoming InteractionFlows.

IFML Notation

Example at
implementation
level

Web page
Window
Pane.

Tabbed panes in
Java
Frames in HTML.

A logout link in
HTML sites
which is visible in
every page.
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Table 1 : Essential IFML concepts

Default
View
Container

A ViewContainer that will
be presented by default to
the user, when its enclosing
container is accessed.

A welcome page.

View
Component

An element of the interface
that displays content or
accepts input

An HTML list.
A JavaScript
image gallery.
An input form.

Event

An occurrence that affects
the state of the application

Action

A piece of business logic
triggered by an event; it can
be server side (the default)
or client-side, denoted as
[Client]

Navigation
Flow

Data Flow

A database
update.
The sending of an
email.
The spell
checking of a text.

An input-output
dependency. The source of
the link has some output that
is associated with the input
of the target of the link
Data passing between
ViewComponents or Action
as consequence of a previous
user interaction.

Parameter

A typed and named value

Parameter
Binding

Specification that an input
parameter of a source is
associated with an output
parameter of a target

Parameter
Binding
Group

Set of ParameterBindings
associated to an
InteractionFlow (being it
navigation or data flow)

Sending and
receiving of
parameters in the
HTTP request

Optionally shown.
If necessary can be denoted
as follows:

HTTP query
string parameters
HTTP post
parameters
JavaScript
variables and
function
parameters
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Table 1 : Essential IFML concepts

Activation
Expression

Interaction
Flow
Expression

Module

Input Port

Output Port

View
Component
Part

Boolean expression
associated with a
ViewElement,
ViewComponentPart or
Event: if true the element is
enabled
Determine which of the
InteractionFlows are going
to be followed as
consequence of the
occurrence of an Event.
Piece of user interface and
its corresponding actions,
which may be reused for
improving IFML models
maintainability
An interaction point between
a Module and its
environment that collects
InteractionFlows and
parameters arriving at the
module.
An interaction point between
the Module and its
environment that collects the
InteractionFlows and
parameters going out from
the module.
A part of a ViewComponent
that may not live by its own.
It can trigger Events and
have outgoing and incoming
InteractionFlows. A
ViewComponentPart may
contain other
ViewComponentParts.

«ActivationExpression»
State = "Reply" or "ReplyToAll"

«InteractionFlowExpression»
if AlbumDetails selected then
AlbumDetails
else
Album detail

Outside the
module

Inside the
module

Outside the
module

Inside the
module

Event triggered
after selecting a
given value in a
ComboBox.

Fields in a
form

Examples:
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Table 2 : Extension IFML concepts
Concept
Extension
Example

Meaning

Select Event

Event denoting the selection
of a single item of the user
interface

A selection of a
row in a table.

Submit
Event

Event that triggers a
parameter passing between
interaction flow elements

A form
submission in
HTML.

List

Form

Details

Window

Modal
Window

Modeless
Window

ViewComponent used to
display a list of DataBinding
instances
ViewComponent used to
display a form that is
composed of Fields

IFML Notation

Example at
implementation
level

Table with rows
of elements of the
same kind.

HTML form.

ViewComponent used to
display details of a specific
DataBinding instance

A ViewContainer rendered
as a window.
A ViewContainer rendered
in a new window that, when
displayed, blocks interaction
in all other previously active
containers.
A ViewContainer rendered
in a new window, that when
displayed, is superimposed
over all other previously
active containers, which
remain active

An HTML page
or a desktop
window.

A modal pop-up
in HTML

A modeless popup in HTML.
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1.3 IFML by Examples
Before to observe a few examples, it’s appropriate explain in a (very short)
nutshell the principals IFML concepts.
An IFML diagram is composed by one or more top-level view containers. Each
view container can be internally structured by hierarchy of sub-containers that
could be displayed simultaneously or in mutual exclusion.
A view container can contain view component, showing content or data entry
and each component could have input and output parameters.
View container and view component can be associated by events, denoting the
ability of user’s interaction.
To an event is associated an interaction flow connection that connect the
interaction to view container or view component. It could be trigger as well an
action that will be executed before changing the user interface.
The input-output dependency is denoted by parameter binding associated with
navigation flow.
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Figure 1 : Example of user interface supporting action invocation and corresponding
IFML model

In Figure 1 we can observe some of IFML characteristics. We have a view
container “Album” having inside a view component “Album List” showing a list
of Album Titles. To each of these voices is associated an event named “Del” that
will trigger “Album Delection” action through the interaction flow (black arrow)
binding the input “SelectedAlbum” to the output parameter “AnAlbum” in the
action. Once the action is executed, an action event will charge again the
“Album” view container that will show the updated list without the item we just
deleted.
As we said before that the IFML is concise, avoiding redundancy. That’s true, in
fact, we could explain the same behavior like below.
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Figure 2 : An example of reduced diagram

As expressed in the Class Action description [1] If no ActionEvent (and
corresponding outgoing flow) is specified, IFML assumes as default an
ActionEvent and a NavigationFlow that lead back to the ViewComponent or
ViewContainer from which the navigation to the Action was launched; in that
case, the original Album View Container.
Another interesting example is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 : IMFL model corresponding to the event Checkout
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Supposing to be in a usual e-commerce system, once the user selected the
desired items in his shopping cart, he can confirm the order through the checkout
event.
This will generate a changing view on Customer Information view container,
once inserted his personal information, through the submit event it will be
possible proceed on payment execution form, in which is necessary to insert
credit card information. The checkout event will pass the Total price in the
Amount variable that will be processed by the action “Execute the payment”,
instead the name and credit card information will pass through the submit event
on Payment Information View Container. If we reused that IFML model, we
could redesign that diagram adopting an IFML Module like shown below.

Figure 4 : The IFML Module Representation and its Inner Proccess
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Thanks to IFML module designers can reuse a part of their diagrams every times
they desire. We can observe input and output port that collects the
InteractionFlows and parameters. In that case, the total amount pass through the
input port and is given inside the module through a Data Flow to the “Execute
the payment” action.
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Chapter 2
Modeling a Webmail Plain HTML by IFML
The first IFML proposal dated March 2013 (and refined in the last Beta that will
be published on April 4, 2014) was accompanied by a RIA Webmail case of
study.
Thanks to that work [1] , we based our research on the same data model focusing
on a possible Webmail Plain HTML version (hereinafter called PWM) in
Chapter 2 and a possible Mobile Webmail version (hereinafter called MWM) in
Chapter 3.
This chapter exemplifies the modeling construct and the expressive power of
IFML by modeling a Webmail Plain HTML version.

2.1 The Domain Model
A webmail is an application for managing mail messages and contacts of users.
A User possesses a set of MailBoxes. A MailBox (aka System Tag) consists of a
set of MailMessages, MailMessages are organized not only in MailBoxes but
also in user-defined clusters, called Tags. Therefore, MailBoxes and Tags can
be seen as special cases of a common concept of MailMessageGroup. A user
can also manage ChatConversations, which are composed of ChatMessages.
A User is also associated with a set of Contacts. Contacts are clustered in
ContactGroups.

Figure 5 : The Domain Model of the PWM and MWM application
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2.2 Model of the interface

Figure 6 : PWM - MailBox view container

Figure 7 : PWM - The MessageWriter view container

Figure 8 : PWM – The Contacts view container
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Figure 9 : PWM - The Settings view container

The webmail interface consists of a webmail top container.
The webmail top view container comprises seven main nested elements:
1. a view component (MboxList) showing a list of MailBoxes and Tags;
2. a view container (MessageSearch) permitting the user to input search
keywords to be matched against the MailMessages;
3. a MailBox view container, permitting one to access the messages of a
specific MailBox or associated with a specific Tag and the details of a
specific message;
4. a MessageWriter view container, permitting one to access the details of a
specific message;
5. a Settings view container, permitting one to modify the settings of
webmail;
6. a Contacts view container, permitting one to access contacts’ list;
7. a Search Options view container, permitting the user to input more
information to drive the search.
The MailBox, MessageWriter, Settings, Contacts and Search Options view
containers are in alternative: only one at a time is displayed. None of these
alternate view containers is the default one, because they are all accessed as a
consequence of an explicit user’s choice. The MessageWriter, Settings, Contacts
and Search Options view containers are denoted as landmark, because they are
reachable from all the other sibling view containers of the webmail top view
container. Conversely, the MailBox view container is not denoted as landmark,
because it is accessed only by means of a specific interaction event: the selection
of a MailBox from the MboxList view component, but it is the default view
container.
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The MailBox view container comprises the view component (MessageIndex)
showing the MailMessages associated to a given MailBox or Tag. The MboxList
allows user interaction: selecting a specific MailBox or Tag the user produces a
navigation event that results in changing the content of the MessageIndex, so to
display the messages of the selected MailBox or Tag. This behavior is
represented in the model fragment shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 : PWM – The model of the webmail top view container: a navigation event and
parameter passing flow between the MboxList view component and the MessageIndex view
component denote that the user can select one mail box and view an index of its messages

Notations
o The nesting of mutually exclusive view containers into a view container
is denoted with a [XOR] stereotype on the parent container.
o The default view container of a set of mutually exclusive view sibling
containers is denoted with a [D] stereotype on container.
o The global reachability of view container from all the other sibling
containers and their children sub-containers is denoted with a [L]
(Landmark) stereotype on container.
Model usability
o The use of the [L] (Landmark) stereotype reduces the number of
navigation events that need to be explicitly represented (otherwise one
event should be necessary in all the view containers from which the
target view container is reachable) , resulting in simpler models.
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Semantics
o The MBoxList view component is associated with an event, denoted by a
circle. A flow link connects the event to the target components affected
by it: MessageIndex. The semantics of this pattern is that a user’s
interaction with the MBoxList view component determines:
1) the display of the view container that comprises the MessageIndex
view component (the MailBox [XOR] child of the MessageManagement)
the computation
2) the display of the target view component (in this case, the
MessageIndex component is computed with the selected MailBox as input
parameter and displayed).
The model of Figure 10 can be refined to show the parameter passing rule that
binds the selection of a MailBox in the MBoxList component and the display of
the messages of that MailBox in the MessageIndex view component.
«List» MBoxList

OUT SelectMbox
IN MBox

«List» MBoxList
«DataBinding» MailMessageGroup

«List» Message Index
«List» Message Index

«DataBinding» MailMessage
«ConditionalExpression»
MailMessage in
MailMessage2MailMessageGroup(Mbox)

Figure 11 : PMW - Notations to express (or infer) parameter dependencies between view
components.

Language extension and notation.
o In the left part of Figure 11, a UML-style annotation explicitly expresses
that an output parameter of the source component is associated with an
input parameter of the target component.
o In the right part of Figure 11, the model makes use of the IFML extension
mechanism. A «List» component is introduced, which extend the basic
view component to represent an index of dynamically extracted data
objects. The component refers to the List/Class of the data model where
the objects of the index belong; it may also refer to a condition to denote
a filter on the instances to display. In this case, the join condition on
relationship MailMessage2MessageGroup dictates that only the messages
of the mail box received as an input parameter are displayed. The
semantics of the component may specify default input and output
parameters, so that the parameter passing rule can be inferred and need
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not be explicitly represented: the default output of the MboxList index
component is defined as the selected object of type MailBox: the default
input of the MessageIndex index component is an object of type
MessageGroup, as specified by the join condition on the relationship
MailMessage2MessageGroup. Since these two parameters match, there is
no need of expressing the parameter passing rule explicitly.
The MessageIndex component supports the interaction with mail messages,
individually or in sets : the selection of a subset of messages; a view container is
always displayed (MessageToolbar), which permits the user to perform several
actions in the selected messages: archiving, reporting as spam, deleting, moving
to a Tag, changing read status, etc.
In summary, the MessageIndex component supports two types of interactive
events:
1. an event for selecting/deselecting one or more messages (Figure 12);
2. an event for selecting an individual message and opening it for reading.

Figure 12 : PWM - The MessageIndex component view

Language extension and notation.
o For making the model more self-explaining and supporting code
generation better, it is possible to further extend IFML with a specific
view component: the «List» (Figure 13). The «List» extends the behavior
of View Component with more event types: the default type (denoted by
the default notation) expresses the selection of one element of the index;
the selection/de-selection event type, denoted by a ticker icon, expresses
the selection or de-selection of any number of elements.
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Figure 13 : PWM - The «List» view component extends the view component to enable more
types of interaction events

The behavior of the Archive, Report (AsSpam) and Delete events of the
MessageIndex view component is modeled as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 : PWM – The user events that mark one or more messages in the current mail
box passing SelectedMessages

The selection/de-selection event type has a parameter passing rule, which
associates the (possibly empty) set of currently selected messages with an input
parameter of the associated actions.
Notation
o For better readability of the model, it is possible to name the events, as
shown in Figure 14 and in Figure 15. This annotation can be a guide for
producing the implementation, for example it can be used to generate the
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labels of buttons and links, the tool tips of commands, and other similar
usability aids.
The actions performed by the user on the messages are represented as shown in
Figure 15. A flow link connects the event responsible of triggering the action to
the action itself, supporting the specification of parameter passing rules.

Figure 15 : PWM - The «List» view component is associated with events that trigger actions
on messages. Actions are represented as components placed outside the view containers,
with input and output parameters

For example, the output parameter SelectedMessages is associated as an input
parameter with the business actions Archive, Report and Delete.
The execution of an action produces as an event the sending of a notification,
denoted as a circle linked to the action box. Such a notification sending event is
matched by a notification reception event, which triggers the display of a
MessageNotification view component, shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 : PWM - The webmail top view container comprises a message notification
component, which displays notifications of executed actions on MailMessages

Some actions on mail messages, like make read/unread, add/remove star or
apply/remove label, can be elaborate setting set read status { true , false } on read
MailMessage for Message is in SelectedMessages.
The same SelectedMessages condition is applied on star and label, adding or
removing message by Group.
There is no control on the current state of the message, so iff
SelectedMessages!={} action will be performed as well also if current state is
equal to desired action.
The access to the messages can also occur through a search functionality. The
user can also access a more powerful search input form, the Search Options view
container where he can specify several criteria to be matched, as shown in Figure
17.

Figure 17 : PWM - The Search Options view container
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The IFML model of the search functionality (shown in Figure 18, left side)
comprises a view component (MessageKeywordSearch) for entering a string to
be matched to the mail messages and filter those to be displayed in the
MessageIndex view component. Such an interaction flow can be represented
with an event associated to the MessageKeywordSearch and a flow link to the
MessageIndex view component; a parameter passing rules specifies that the
output parameter of the MessageKeywordSearch view component is associated
with the input parameter of the MessageIndex view component. From the
MessageKeywordSearch another event (WebSearch) pass parameter key to
Google Search page that is an external page.
In the MessageFullSearch view component, user can input more information to
drive the search. In this latter case, the parameter passing rule associates each
field value of the entry view component to a respective input parameter of the
MessageIndex component.
The example shown in the right part of Figure 18 illustrates how extending the
basic IFML view components with domain specific view and business logic can
make the model more self-descriptive. For instance, one could define a view
component abstracting the notion of input forms for data entry (denoted by the
stereotype «Form»), composed of a set of typed fields (e.g., denoted as nested
view components of type «SimpleField»); an «Form» component could expose
as default output parameters the values of the contained fields. The parameter
binding would then couple each input field with the respective parameters of the
ConditionalExpression expression of the dynamic list component (as shown in
the right part of Figure 18). Note that the «List» view component is associated
with multiple selector conditions, which are used to compute the component
when different navigation events occurs. Which condition has to be evaluated is
dictated by the parameter passing rule associated with the flow links of the event
triggering the computation.
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Figure 18 : PWM - The model of the message search functionality (left). The same model
refined with the use of the extended view components «Form» and «List» (right)

The selection of a message from the MessageIndex view component causes the
MessageDetails view component to be displayed. Such a component has a
purpose similar to the MessageIndex view component, but permits the user to
access one specific message at a time. This corresponds to the XOR nesting of
view components shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: PWM - The MessageIndex and the MessageDetails view components are shown
in alternative
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The example continues with the model of the message writing functionality. This
can be activated in two ways:
1) from any view containers in the webmail top view container, as denoted
by the landmark [L] stereotype of the MessageWriter view component;
2) from the MessageDetails view component, by activating the Reply,
ReplyToAll and Forward commands, as denoted by the four event and
flow links from the MessageReader view component (shown in Figure
20).

Figure 20 : PWM - The different ways to access the MessageWriter view component

The MessageReader view container show the message details on MessageID
received as input and provide a quick reply form that receive as input the
senderEmail parameter.
The internal QuickReply and MessageWriter structure are shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 : PWM - The internal structure of the QuickReply (left) and MessageWriter
(right) view components

The QuickReply allow user to reply to the sender user or to switch to the
MessageWriter view component, permitting one to edit a new message, reply to
an existing message (to the sender only or to all) and to forward an existing
message. The view component can be represented as a form composed of
different fields: To, Cc, Bcc, Subject, Body, and Attachment.

Figure 22 : PWM - The IFML model of the internal structure of the MessageWriter view
component, with the names of the event displayed for clarity
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Note that some form fields can be automatically filled with content (e.g., the To
field is automatically set to the mail address of the sender when the ReplyTo
event is raised). This is modeled by considering that each «SimpleField»
component of a «Form» component is associated to an implicit input parameter
that denotes the value of the field.
In addition to the form fields sub-components, the MessageWriter view
component has an explicit parameter (State), which denotes four different edit
configurations:
when the user is editing a new message;
replying to the sender of an existing message;
replying to the sender of an existing message and to all recipients in copy;
forwarding an existing message. These edit configuration differ in the subset of
fields that are automatically filled-in and in the commands that are enabled.
The MessageWriter view component is associated with three events (Reply,
ReplyToAll, Forward) for switching from one of the ReplyTo, ReplyToAll, and
Forward editing configurations to the other two ones.
The event AttachMoreFiles provide switching to Attachments view container,
which has a SelectFiles view component allowing user to add more attachment
files to email.
The AddMoreFiles event provide adding five more field at time in the
SelectFiles form by AddFieldAction.
At Done event is associated as input the FieldSet parameter, that is the union of
fields not null passed by SelectFiles form.
The Cancel event return to the MessageWriter view container without effecting
is parameters.
To conclude the example, Figure 23 summarizes in a single model all the aspect
of Webmail Plain HTML application discussed in this second chapter.

Figure 23: PWM - The complete IFML model of the Webmail Plain HTML example
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Chapter 3
Modeling a Webmail Mobile Version by IFML
Continuing our example of modeling a Webmail by IFML, in this third chapter we
will focus attention on a mobile browser oriented webmail version.
The data model remain the same exposed in paragraph 2.2 at Figure 5.

3.1 Aspects of the Webmail Mobile
In the mobile browser oriented version, webmail functions and properties are
considerably reduced; for example is not permitted to manage contacts list, add
attachments to an email or control activities, otherwise allow users to access in offline
mode working on system cookies files, so it’s possible to read stored emails, write a
new one or manage existing messages.
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Figure 24 : MWM – The MailBox view container (on the left)
Figure 25 : MWM – The MessageWriter view container (on the right)

Figure 26 : MWM – The MboxComp view component (on the left)
Figure 27 : MWM – The Settings view container (on the right)
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The Webmail Mobile interface consists of a Webmail top container .
The Webmail top view container comprises five main nested elements:
1. a Functions container, always on top and hidden by default, reachable by
gesture scroll, having most important Google functionalities (not
deployed in this example)
2. a MailBox view container, permitting one to access the messages of a
specific MailBox or associated with a specific Tag and the details of a
specific message;
3. a MessageWriter view container, permitting one to access the details of a
specific message;
4. a MboxList view container, having a view component (MboxComp)
showing a list of MailBoxes and Tags;
5. a Settings view container, permitting one to modify the settings of
Webmail Mobile version;
The MailBox, MessageWriter, MBoxList and Settings view containers are in
alternative: only one at a time is displayed. The Functions view container is
denoted as landmark, because it’s reachable from all the other sibling view
containers of the Webmail top view container. Conversely, the MailBox view
container is not denoted as landmark, because it is accessed only by means of a
specific interaction event: the selection of a MailBox from the MboxList view
component, but it is the default view container.
The MailBox view container comprises the view component (MessageIndex)
showing the MailMessages associated to a given MailBox or Tag. The
MboxComp, visible in the MboxList view container, allows user interaction:
selecting a specific MailBox or Tag the user produces a navigation event that
results in changing the content of the MessageIndex, so to display the messages
of the selected MailBox or Tag switching to MailBox view container. This
behavior is represented in the model fragment shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28 : MWM – The model of the Webmail top view container: a navigation event and
parameter passing flow between the MboxComp view component and the MessageIndex
view component denote that the user can select one mail box and view an index of its
messages switching to MailBox view container

The model of Figure 28 can be refined to show the parameter passing rule that
binds the selection of a MailBoxComp in the MBoxList view container and the
display of the messages of that MailBox in the MessageIndex view component.

Figure 29 : MWM – The notations to express (or infer) parameter dependencies between
view components.
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The MessageIndex component supports the interaction with mail messages,
individually or in sets : when there is at least one selected message, a view
container is displayed (MessageToolbar), which permits the user to perform
several actions in the selected messages: archiving, deleting, moving to a
MailBox/Tag, reporting as spam, etc.

Figure 30 : MWM - When one or more messages are selected in the MessageIndex
component, the MessageToolbar view container is displayed, which allow the user to
perform several actions of the selected set of messages. If all messages are deselected, such
view container is no longer displayed

«List» Message Index
«DataBinding» MailMessage
«ConditionalExpression»
MailMessage in
MailMessage2MailMessageGroup(Mbox)

SelectOneAndRead

Figure 31 : MWM - The «List» view component extends the view component to enable
more types of interaction events
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The behavior of the MessageSelection event of the MessageIndex view
component that triggers the display of the MessageToolbar view container is
modeled as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32 : MWM - The user events that mark one or more messages in the current mail
box produce the display of the MessageToolbar view container, which remains
visible/active iff at least one message is selected

The MessageSelection event has a parameter passing rule, which associates the
(possibly empty) set of currently selected messages with an input parameter of
the MessageToolbar view component. The MessageToolbar view component is
associated with a (visibility) condition, which tests that at least one message is
selected.
Notation
o For better readability of the model, it is possible to name the events, as
shown in Figure 32. This annotation can be a guide for producing the
implementation, for example it can be used to generate the labels of
buttons and links, the tool tips of commands, and other similar usability
aids.
Semantics
o The association of a condition to a view container means that the view
container is active/visible iff the condition is true.
The actions performed by the user on the messages (all, or a subset thereof) are
represented as shown in Figure 31.
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A flow link connects the event responsible of triggering the action to the action
itself, supporting the specification of parameter passing rules.

Figure 33 : MWM - The MessageIndex view component and the MessageToolbar view
container are associated with events that trigger actions on messages. Actions are
represented as components placed outside the view containers, with input and output
parameters

For example, the output parameter (SelectedMessages) of the MessageToolbar
view container is associated as an input parameter with the business actions
Delete and Archive.
The execution of an action produces as an event the sending of an asynchronous
notification, denoted as a circle linked to the action box. Such a notification
sending event is matched by a notification reception event, which triggers the
display of a MessageNotification view component, shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34 : MWM - The MailMessages view container comprises a Message notification
component, which displays notifications of executed actions on MailMessages (illustrated
above)

Some actions on mail messages require a more elaborate interaction flow: Move,
Label, Mute, Report (As Spam), Mark (as) Unread and Mark (as) Read are
reachable by first accessing a pop-up view container with these features (shown
in Figure 35) so the Figure 33 can be refined as showed below.
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Figure 35 : MWM - The Move, Label, Mute, Report, Mark Unread and Mark Read functions
are activated by first accessing a pop-up viewer container

The Move and Label functions switch to TagChooser view container that,
having a TagFolder «List», allow user to select desired label to apply to selected
messages.
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Figure 36 : MWM - The model of the interaction flow for moving a message to an existing
tag. The view container TagChooser will show, by a TagFolder «List» component, existing
folder and tag.

In Figure 36 the parameter passing rules are modeled explicitly:
1) the selected mail messages are associated with the input of the Delete,
Archive, Report, Mute, Mark as Unread and Mark as Read actions;
2) the SelectTag parameter, which corresponds to the user’s choice of a tag to
associate with a set of messages, is the input of the AssociateToTag/Folder
action 1.
The access to the messages can also occur through a search functionality. An
input field supports simple keyword based search embedded in the Search view
container.

1

For simplicity, which only model the AddToTag functionality; the MoveToFolder command is
similar.
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Figure 37 : MWM - The message search functionality

The IFML model of the search functionality (shown in Figure 38) comprises a
view component (Search) for entering a string to be matched to the mail
messages and filter those to be displayed in the MboxComp view component.
Such an interaction flow can be represented with an event associated to the
Search and a flow link to the MboxComp view component; a parameter passing
rules specifies that the output parameter of the Search view component is
associated with the input parameter of the MboxComp view component.
The Search view container is called by the search link option present in MailBox
view; this pass the actual tag / folder to the MessageIndex component present in
the Search view container.
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Figure 38 : MWM - The model of the Search view container

The selection of a message from the MessageIndex view component causes the
MessageDetails view component to be displayed. Such a component has a
purpose similar to the MessageIndex view component, but permits the user to
access one specific message at a time. This corresponds to the XOR nesting of
view components shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39 : MWM - The MessageIndex and MessageDetails view components are shown in
alternative

The example continues with the model of the message writing functionality.
This can be activated in two ways:
1) from MessageIndex component in MailBox view containers through Write
link; 2) from the MessageDetails view component, by activating the Reply,
ReplyToAll, or Forward command, as denoted by the three event and flow links
from the MessageReader view component (shown in Figure 40).
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Figure 40 : MWM - Different ways to access MessageWriter view component

The link ReplyToAll is active only when the message displayed in the
MessageDetails view component is associated with more than one recipient.
This can be expressed as a visibility condition associated with the ReplyToAll
event, like expressed in Figure 41.
The MessageWriter view component has an internal structure showed in Figure
42.
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Figure 41 : MWM - Visibility condition for ReplyToAll link on MessageDetails view
container

Figure 42 : MWM - The internal structure of the MessageWriter view component on
MessageWriter view container
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The view container permits the user to edit or create a new message, depending
from where is coming from, reply to an existing message (to the sender only or
to all) and to forward an existing message. The view component can be
represented as a form composed of different fields: To, Cc, Bcc, Subject, and
Body.
Note that some form fields can be automatically filled with content (e.g., the To
field is automatically set to the mail address of the sender when the ReplyTo
event is raised). This is modeled by considering that each «SimpleField»
component of a «Form» component is associated to an implicit input parameter
that denotes the value of the field. In addition to the form fields subcomponents, the MessageWriter view component has an explicit parameter
(State), which denotes four different edit configurations, like saw before.
To be noticed the [Modal] Alert view container; To preserve the draft state
avoiding losing data, on Close event present in MessageWriter Form it will
generate a new window blocking interaction in other parts of application.
A complete diagram for the IFML Webmail Mobile version could be found
below on Figure 43.

Figure 43 : The IFML diagram for the Webmail Mobile browser oriented version
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Chapter 4
Modeling Twitter Android App by IFML
In the last two chapters, we saw respectively how could be modeled a webmail
application based on desktop browser plain HTML and a mobile webmail
application browser oriented.
In this last practical example, we will design one of the most powerful social
network native mobile application like Twitter, based on Android operator
system.

4.1 What about Twitter
Twitter is a social network, born by an idea of Jack Dorsey that imagined
something like an sms web-platform based aims to save money for companies.
In six years, Twitters' user base has grown to over 200 million active monthly
users. And most recently in March 2013, Jack and Biz were awarded the
patent they applied for way back in 2007 that secures the entire Twitter
ecosystem. [3]
Formally, Twitter is “A system (and method) for device-independent point to
multipoint communication is disclosed. The system is configured to receive a
message addressed to one or more destination users, the message type being, for
example, Short Message Service (SMS), Instant Messaging (IM), E-mail, web
form input, or Application Program Interface (API) function call.
The system also is configured to determine information about the destination
users, the information comprising preferred devices and interfaces for receiving
messages, the information further comprising message receiving preferences.
The system applies rules to the message based on destination user information
to determine the message endpoints, the message endpoints being, for example,
Short Message Service (SMS), Instant Messaging (IM), E-mail, web page
output, or Application Program Interface (API) function call.
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The system translates the message based on the destination user information
and message endpoints and transmits the message to each endpoint of the
message.” [4]

4.2 Reverse Engineering and IFML
We are trying to figure out “how” could be represented a Twitter Platform by
IFML – Interaction Flow Modeling Language.
At that purpose, we’ll follow a reverse engineering profile focused on Twitter
Mobile Application based on Android OS ver. 4.1.2 running on Samsung
Galaxy I9300 hardware architecture - also known as S3 - having kernel 3.0.31 1042335.
The first time we launch the app, we need to get a Twitter account or just enter
our personal profile information. We are not interested on registration steps, so
we’ll jump on main application assuming we already got an account.

Figure 44 : TW - The main Twitter mobile application
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How has showed in Figure 44, the main application is based on top menu
showing some kind of information like Twitter logo, add friends, search content
and write a single Tweet. In the main content, we can reach most common
twitter functions like home, connect, hashtag and account sections.
All of that sections are reachable by gesture event like an horizontal scroll
addicted by moving fingers on the screen keeping it hold on. By this specific
gesture, we can made a slide switching between most used section.
In HTML, thanks to AJAX, we could make this effect by a single div and
changing absolute position, so once we reach a specific single div, content
refresh and load last single division information.
In IFML, we could associate this kind of behavior by a single main container
having four sub-containers that are mutually exclusive simple adding a XOR
attribute to parent container.
The gesture behavior could be represented by an user event associated to main
container.

Figure 45 : TW - First general view Twitter application

Getting more in depth, we discover others main container having specific
attribute and others that share properties or just few of them as showed in Figure
45 .
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For example, same sections share the horizontal_scroll behavior like in XOR
Main container and these sections are mutually exclusive. The Who_Follow,
All_Tweet and Activity containers share the same gesture like top_of_page and
end_of_page that respectively update data and continues to populate them when
we reach the last showed content information, but for example have not the
horizontal_scroll property, like the others showed in Main container.
The others like Write, User_Profile, Find_Friends containers and following are
just static having no particular behavior like the previously one.
For Twitter Application, the core is the Tweet, and object that we could
represented like in Figure 46 are reused in main IFML diagrams assuming it like
a module.

Figure 46 : TW - The Twitter Module_TwMsg
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Module object can help us to reuse fragment of IFML diagram and for its
specific behavior, like what kind of tweets find and how we can react with them,
we could use an input connector helping us to pass parameters inside the
module. As we’ll see in others sections, this is a very important step because
most twitter pages are inferred by tweet messages group, filtered by logical
consequence of sections.
Module_TwMsg represent a list of tweet messages grouped by specific
TweetMsgGroup, for example : specific tweets by UserID, Favorites Tweet or
Conversation Tweet. For each single tweet we can reply to it, that will add some
information to a new WriteTweet like the owner twitter UserName, retweet it
just resending the same message with no possibility to modify it, add a favorite
status or follow the writer user, if not yet in TweetUserFollowingGroup. As
shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47, the retweet event generate a [Modal] Alert
message asking confirmation of our action, adding to ability to quote original
message in a new tweet, the fav event add or remove the favorite tag to tweet.

Figure 47 : TW - Tweet Messages Grous and Retweet event
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As we said before, the tweet module is very important because we can reuse it in
every single part of our application as designed in Figure 48.

Figure 48 : TW - Main Twitter container and Twitter Scroll Menu

The containers Home, Connect and Discover let us view a list of tweet filtered
by group. In the Home we can find out every single tweet in our network, like
ours tweets and following too (Figure 44) ; in the Connect section, it’s possible
stay tuned on what is happening between users directly connected to our
account, like ‘who added what’ as favorite tweet, if someone replied into a
conversation or just who just added us to his own network. Discover sections,
furthermore, gave us the ability to discover most important trends and activities
by main Twitter Application like showed below in Figure 49 .
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Figure 49 : TW - Example of Connect and Discover container

The horizontal switch between these four categories is powered by the
HorizontalScrollControl module that defines which content as to be showed. By
the event ‘slide’ we can trigger the action ‘switch’ passing some parameters
like, for example, our current absolute position.
The HorizontalScrollControl define a kind of cursor position (showed in Figure
49 as an horizontal blue bar) inside the QuickSelection container. This position
effect the navigation flow between toHome, toConnect, toDiscover and
toAccount events.
We can notice a little blue point just below the quick navigation icons. This
event is an effect of newNotification event, a system event that effect the
boolean list Notifications : if we missed to read a new tweet, a private message
or an activity stream, this will appear just below the respectively icon event.
Another important diagram is the Tw_Menu container expressed in Figure 50.
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Figure 50 : TW - Twitter Menu control

The Tw_Menu view container defines three types of menu: a standard one that
we called Standar_UM (where UM is for UserMenu), a second one like
Search_UM and a third one Content_Menu.
The Standard_UM provides the primary user actions like adding friends, write a
new tweet and search content or users.
The Search_UM container, activated by search event, overrides the
Standard_UM by an input field, allowing user to enter content to be searched,
hashtag or user’s information. Passing the Key as string type to Search_Filter
container, system will show up a Modeless container having a list of possible
matches, iff founds some kind of correspondences (partial or exact).
The Content_Menu is not interactive, that means it show up simple system
information like how many characters we still can use in a tweet when we are
writing a new one but with no directly interaction by users like the others two.
These three types of menu are showed below in Figure 51 .

Figure 51 : TW - Three different types of menu in Twitter

Let’s focus on one of our primary function: adding and/or looking up friends.
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Figure 52 : TW - The add / discover friends IFML Diagram

As we can see, the Who_Follow container allow users to view some suggestions
of twitter users that we could follow filtered by affinity criteria. For these one,
we should just add or remove them by our following list just by one click
powered by the Follow/Unfollow event.
For sure it’s possible to find out if someone of our personal contacts’ list is
already present in Twitter, but for do that we have to access to our personal data
resident on device platform, so a modeless message will alert us for security
reason; if someone is present, like the third picture present in Figure 53, we
could just add him to our personal network or, activating the select all event, we
would be able to following all of them (but this functionality is not reversible, so
be careful).
If users are already following all of their friend registered in Twitter, a
notification message will appear by the NotificationMessage.
If others friends are not present in that list, we could send an email suggesting
them to register on Twitter like in the fourth picture of Figure 53.
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Figure 53 : TW - The add / discover friends Twitter example

As we saw at the introduction section, Twitter is a “A system (and method) for
device-independent point to multipoint communication”, so let’s understand
what is a ‘tweet’ and how can be represented.
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Figure 54 : TW - The tweet generation in IFML

The Write container can be reached in different ways like, for example,
activating the new_tweet event in Standard_UM container, replying to a single
tweet, quoting another tweeter user or sending him a private message.
The container show personal info as the UserImage, the Usersame and the
UserId. Thought as a Short Message System, we have only 140 characters
available and this is applicable to all kind of message like link, blank space and
everything we add in the message input field (this kind of communication
involved different companies to lunch a new service called ‘shortener url’ as, for
example, the Google Company by its goo.gl domain, translating long hyperlink
in a short one).
As we saw in the first picture of Figure 54, the Tweet Form check if there is
some kind of correspondences between ‘@’ and ‘#’ symbols. The first one
identify univocally a Twitter user instad the second one, better known as
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hashtag, identify a specific argument (the originally hashtag idea was born not
directly by Twitter company, but powered by Twitter users that found a singular
way to mark a specific argument by that symbol; Twitter integrated this usual
trend to its system). If correspondences are found, like the Search_UM menu, a
modeless container is generated showing up a list of possibilities. Clicking on a
single suggestion, the selected field will be automatically added as part of input
message field.
In the write container, it’s also possible activate the geolocation by the geo event
and, if the device has turned off that functionality, generate a system modeless
container; if already activated, let view the current location on the bottom of
screen.
Regarding that position, as showed in Figure 55, in the XOR MediaContent , we
can see a Geolocation and a Gallery containers.
Gallery container allow user to attach an image to our tweet (first row, third
picture of Figure 55) so we can embed text to picture. The takePic event,
instead, through a System Camera container allow user to grant access to camera
device for real-time capture.
The possible views of this mobile representation is showed below in Figure 55.
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Figure 55 : TW - The visual Write container view

As showed in these five screen captures above, the first one is related to
modeless suggestion container listening possibly correspondences between
‘@ade’ and twitter users; the second one grant access to device for geolocation;
the third, as the fourth one too, overrides system keyboard showing up
respectively location and gallery view containers; the last one displays a tweet
attached to an image taken in real time by camera device.
The last diagram for this case of study about Modeling Twitter by IFML is
about UserProfile section.
As we just introduced in Figure 48, there is another module called
Module_UserProfile in the Account view container. Since this component could
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be reused in others parts of our Twitter App, we designed it as a module as
showed in Figure 56.

Figure 56 : TW - The User Profile Module view

As the other Module_TwMsg, this container accepts inputs by the IFML input
port and, in this specific case, the twitter UserId.
We can reach the UserProfile by different ways like acceding to our personal
account information, across the account event in QuickSelection menu, or
simple clicking to an username profile picture in a tweet or a list of interests and
going on.
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The structure is just the same, it doesn’t really matter if I’m scrolling my
personal profile, a following or a follower user or a friend who is following me
back too, but just some information change depending on the case.
As shown in Figure 57 we have a XOR Header_Profile container having three
objects : a ViewComponent Bacground_IMG and others two containers called
PrimaryInformations and SecondaryInformations. Contra the background image
that is fixed like could be a background image in a HTML division, these last
two containers are mutually exclusive having the same behavior like the others
inside the Main container: user can change prospective view just like before by a
slide gesture commanding the HorizontalScroll module already treated before.
The Figure 57 shows IFML and his respectively screenshots.

Figure 57 : TW - The Header_Profile View Container and its properties

The PrimaryInformation display the principal data about Twitter User like
UserImage, Username and UserId. The SecondaryInformation instead show
Biography content, Location and the WebsiteURL if presents.
The User_Content View Container gave a list of the three last tweets selected by
the specific UsderId, a list of SimilarUser filtered by affinity criteria and a
scrollable pictures’ section. This last list is contained in the PictureContainer
View Component having the same slide gesture and horizontal scroll control.
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Selecting a single picture is possible switch to another view container, the
Picture one, displaying single image with description (for comprehension’
simplicity it’s not describe in the IFML diagram).

Figure 58 : TW - Some examples of User_Content View Container

Looking at the User_Content and the User_Details View Containers it’s
possible to notice how them share directly events like allTweet, following,
follower and how similar can be inferred by specific groups’ selection like
favorite, list and draft.
The allTweet, favorite, list and draft are simply a selection of Module_TwMsg
showing up a list of tweets in TweetMsgGroup presents in Tweet_List list.
The following and follower events trigger an action retrieving a list that will be
passed on Following/Follower View Container, displaying the standards tweet
user’s information. It’s interesting notice how the same Module_UserProfile is
recalled by this last view container passing a new UserId that will reuse the
same diagram we are looking right now.
As we said before, just few information changes depending on which profile we
are looking out.
For example, like showed below in Figure 59, just few of the events present on
User_Details view component are enabled depending on if I’m on my personal
profile account page, in a user that’s following me back and the connection is
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bidirectional (it means that I’m following someone that’s following me too) or if
I’m just looking to an user with not directly connection.

Figure 59 : TW - The different events in the User_Details View Container

The first image shows my personal profile. As we can notice, there is an event
called settings, like pvtMessages, that is enabled only if the UserID is my
personal user id. That means we are looking at our personal account and we can
manage our Twitter setting (first row, the two pictures on the top).
If an user is following us, like in this example in the first picture of second row,
and we are following it too, we are able to send him a personal private message,
but if the connection is not bidirectional, like the last fourth image, we are not
allowed to connect directly with it.
The [Modeless] UserInteractions will have sendPvtMsg, OnOffNotify, AddList,
Block and Spam events (not showed in IFML Diagram for comprehensible
behavior).
The sendPvtMsg is connected to Write View Container, it’s just a normal tweet
with no visibility condition except in the private receiver view. The OnOffNotify
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allow user to activate (if disable) the notification system adding that specific
user to our notification group user list; if this user is already present in that list,
we could remove it by our personal notification list.
The Twitter Android App design by IFML is shown below by its module
components in Figure 60, the main Twitter IFML diagram is expressed on
Figure 62.
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Figure 61 : TW - The IFML Twitter App Diagram
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Chapter 5
Android Environment
5.1 Introduction
“Android is a Linux-based operating system designed primarily for touchscreen
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers, developed by Google
in conjunction with the Open Handset Alliance. Initially developed by Android
Inc, whom Google financially backed and later purchased in 2005, Android was
unveiled in 2007 along with the founding of the Open Handset Alliance, a
consortium of 86 hardware, software, and telecommunication companies
devoted to advancing open standards for mobile devices.
Google releases the Android code as open-source, under the Apache License.
The Android Open Source Project (AOSP), lead by Google, is tasked with the
maintenance and further development of Android. Additionally, Android has a
large community of developers writing applications ("apps") that extend the
functionality of devices. Developers write primarily in a customized version of
Java, and apps can be downloaded from online stores such as Google Play
(formerly Android Market), the app store run by Google, or third-party sites. In
June 2012, there were more than 600,000 apps available for Android, and the
estimated number of applications downloaded from Google Play was 20
billion.” [4]

5.2 Android app development
Google provides several free guidelines and tools to introduce users to create an
Android project and run a debuggable version of the app, divided by levels of
difficulty and specific context like design, developing and distribution: we will
focus just for developing section [2].
Assuming dependencies and prerequisites are satisfied, in the current state of the
art Google offers the SDK tools (ver. 22.0.5) providing the API libraries and
developer tools necessary to build, test, and debug apps for Android. Android
offers also a custom plugin for the Eclipse IDE, called Android Development
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Tools (ADT ver. 20.0.3 ). This plugin is designed to give a powerful, integrated
environment in which to develop Android apps. It extends the capabilities of
Eclipse to let users quickly set up new Android projects, build an app UI, debug
their app, and export signed (or unsigned) app packages (APKs) for distribution.
The ADT provides several bundle packet including
• Eclipse + ADT plugin
• Android SDK Tools
• Android Platform-Tools
• The latest Android Platform
• The latest Android System Image for the emulator
Google it’s working to a new Android development environment based on
IntelliJ IDEA ( a Java and Polyglot IDE ) just called Android Studio, provided
soon and downloadable for a preview on developer android website.

5.3 Project properties
Once installed and properly configured, by specific icon lunch it’s possible to
create and setting up a new android application, the ADT plugin will
preconfigure the environment with a set of default project directories and files.
Below some of project properties:
•
•
•

•

Application Name is the app name that appears to users.
Project Name is the name of the project directory and the name visible
in Eclipse.
Package Name is the package namespace for the app (following the
same rules as packages in the Java programming language). The package
name must be unique across all packages installed on the Android
system. It's generally best if the name begins with the reverse domain
name of the organization or publisher entity.
Minimum Required SDK is the lowest version of Android that the app
has to support. To support as many devices as possible, it’s better set this
to the lowest version available that the app allows to provide its core
feature set. If any feature of your app is possible only on newer versions
of Android and it's not critical to the app's core feature set, it’s possible
enable the feature only when running on the versions that support it.
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Target SDK indicates the highest version of Android (also using the
API level) with which you have tested with your application.
Compile With is the platform version against which you will compile
the app. By default, this is set to the latest version of Android available
in the installed SDK. It’s still possible build the app to support older
versions, but setting the build target to the latest version allows users
enable new features and optimization.
Theme specifies the Android UI style to apply for your app. You can
leave this alone.

Instead, we can look up a set of default project directories and files:
•
•
•

AndroidManifest.xml
The manifest file describes the fundamental characteristics of the app
and defines each of its components.
src/
Directory for app's main source files. By default, it includes an Activity
class that runs when your app is launched using the app icon.
res/
Contains several sub-directories for app resources. Here are just a few:
o drawable-hdpi/
Directory for drawable objects (such as bitmaps) that are
designed for high-density (hdpi) screens. Other drawable
directories contain assets designed for other screen densities.
o layout/
Directory for files that define the app's user interface.
o values/
Directory for other various XML files that contain a collection of
resources, such as string and color definitions.

5.4 API Level
It’s important to understand the Android’s API behavior and classification done
by Level, this means that an integer value uniquely identifies the framework API
revision offered by a version of the Android platform.
The Android platform provides a framework API that applications can use to
interact with the underlying Android system. The framework API consists of:
•
•

A core set of packages and classes
A set of XML elements and attributes for declaring a manifest file
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A set of XML elements and attributes for declaring and accessing
resources
A set of Intents
A set of permissions that applications can request, as well as permission
enforcements included in the system.

Each successive version of the Android platform can include updates to the
Android application framework API that it delivers.
Updates to the framework API are designed so that the new API remains
compatible with earlier versions of the API. That is, most changes in the API are
additive and introduce new or replacement functionality. As parts of the API are
upgraded, the older replaced parts are deprecated but are not removed, so that
existing applications can still use them. In a very small number of cases, parts of
the API may be modified or removed, although typically such changes are only
needed to ensure API robustness and application or system security. All other
API parts from earlier revisions are carried forward without modification.
The framework API that an Android platform delivers is specified using an
integer identifier called "API Level". Each Android platform version supports
exactly one API Level, although support is implicit for all earlier API Levels
(down to API Level 1). The initial release of the Android platform provided API
Level 1 and subsequent releases have incremented the API Level.
The following table specifies the API Level supported by each version of the
Android platform.
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Table 3 : Android API references
Platform Version

API Level

VERSION_CODE

Android 4.3

18

JELLY_BEAN_MR2

Android 4.2, 4.2.2

17

JELLY_BEAN_MR1

Android 4.1, 4.1.1

16

JELLY_BEAN

Android 4.0.3, 4.0.4

15

ICE_CREAM_SANDWICH_MR1

Android 4.0, 4.0.1, 4.0.2

14

ICE_CREAM_SANDWICH

Android 3.2

13

HONEYCOMB_MR2

Android 3.1.x

12

HONEYCOMB_MR1

Android 3.0.x

11

HONEYCOMB

Android 2.3.4
Android 2.3.3

10

GINGERBREAD_MR1

Android 2.3.2
Android 2.3.1

9

GINGERBREAD

Android 2.2.x

8

FROYO

Android 2.1.x

7

ECLAIR_MR1

Android 2.0.1

6

ECLAIR_0_1

Android 2.0

5

ECLAIR

Android 1.6

4

DONUT

Android 1.5

3

CUPCAKE

Android 1.1

2

BASE_1_1

Android 1.0

1

BASE
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The API Level identifier serves a key role in ensuring the best possible
experience for users and application developers:
•
•
•

It lets the Android platform describe the maximum framework API
revision that it supports
It lets applications describe the framework API revision that they require
It lets the system negotiate the installation of applications on the user's
device, such that version-incompatible applications are not installed.

Each Android platform version stores its API Level identifier internally, in the
Android system itself.
Applications can use a manifest element provided by the framework API —
<uses-sdk> — to describe the minimum and maximum API Levels under which
they are able to run, as well as the preferred API Level that they are designed to
support. The element offers three key attributes:
•
•

•

android:minSdkVersion — Specifies the minimum API Level on which
the application is able to run. The default value is "1".
android:targetSdkVersion — Specifies the API Level on which the
application is designed to run. In some cases, this allows the application
to use manifest elements or behaviors defined in the target API Level,
rather than being restricted to using only those defined for the minimum
API Level.
android:maxSdkVersion — Specifies the maximum API Level on which
the application is able to run.

When declared in an application's manifest, a <uses-sdk> element might look
like this:
<manifest>
<uses-sdk android:minSdkVersion="5" />
...
</manifest>

The principal reason that an application would declare an API Level in
android:minSdkVersion is to tell the Android system that it is using APIs that
were introduced in the API Level specified. If the application were to be
somehow installed on a platform with a lower API Level, then it would crash at
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run-time when it tried to access APIs that don't exist. The system prevents such
an outcome by not allowing the application to be installed if the lowest API
Level it requires is higher than that of the platform version on the target device.

5.5 An example of Android App
Let’s look around a really simple Android App to better understand structure
and behavior of a basic application : our scope is to build an App having an
User Interface able to receive as input a string, pass the value by a submit button
and catch the intent (described in the next paragraphs) for printing that variable
on a second UI.

5.5.1 The graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface for an Android app is built using a hierarchy of
View and ViewGroup objects. View objects are usually UI widgets such as
buttons or text fields and ViewGroup objects are invisible view containers that
define how the child views are laid out, such as in a grid or a vertical list.
Android provides an XML vocabulary that corresponds to the subclasses of
View and ViewGroup so it’s possible to define UI in XML using a hierarchy of
UI elements (Figure 63)

Figure 62 : Android - Illustration of how ViewGroup objects form branches in the layout
and contain other View objects
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In our example, a possible layout described in res/layout/activity_main.xml
could be like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="match_parent"
android:orientation="horizontal">
<EditText android:id="@+id/edit_message"
android:layout_weight="1"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:hint="@string/edit_message" />
<Button
android:layout_width="wrap_content"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:text="@string/button_send"
android:onClick="sendMessage" />
</LinearLayout>
The first element of interest is LinearLayout, a view group (a subclass of
ViewGroup) that lays out child views in either a vertical or horizontal
orientation, as specified by the android:orientation attribute. Each child of a
LinearLayout appears on the screen in the order in which it appears in the XML.
The other two attributes, android:layout_width and android:layout_height, are
required for all views in order to specify their size.
Because the LinearLayout is the root view in the layout, it should fill the entire
screen area that's available to the app by setting the width and height to
"match_parent". This value declares that the view should expand its width or
height to match the width or height of the parent view.
For this UI, we can find an user-editable text field by EditText element
presenting one interesting attribute : android:layout_weight; in contrast to
LinearLayout, this element has layout_width set to “0dp” and “layout_weight
set to “1”. In order to understand this behavior, the weight value is a number that
specifies the amount of remaining space each view should consume, relative to
the amount consumed by sibling views. For example, if it’s given to one view a
weight of 2 and another one a weight of 1, the sum is 3, so the first view fills 2/3
of the remaining space and the second view fills the rest.
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5.5.2 Resource Object
About the others elements, android:id provides a unique identifier for the view,
which you can use to reference the object from your app code, such as to read
and manipulate the object; the at sign (@) is required when refer to any resource
object from XML. It is followed by the resource type (id in this case), a slash,
then the resource name (edit_message).
The plus sign (+) before the resource type is needed only when you're defining a
resource ID for the first time. Compiling the app, the SDK tools use the ID name
to create a new resource ID in the project's gen/R.java file that refers to the
EditText element. Once the resource ID is declared once this way, other
references to the ID do not need the plus sign. Using the plus sign is necessary
only when specifying a new resource ID and not needed for concrete resources
such as strings or layouts; android:hint is a default string to display when the
text field is empty. Instead of using a hard-coded string as the value, the
"@string/edit_message" value refers to a string resource defined in a separate
file. Because this refers to a concrete resource (not just an identifier), it does not
need the plus sign.
A resource object is simply a unique integer name that's associated with an app
resource, such as a bitmap, layout file, or string.
Every resource has a corresponding resource object defined in the
project's gen/R.java file. Can use the object names in the R class to refer to your
resources, such as when need to specify a string value for
the android:hint attribute. It’s also possible create arbitrary resource IDs that
will be associate with a view using the android:id attribute, which allows
reference that view from other code. The SDK tools generate the R.javaeach in
time compiling. This file should never be modified manually.

5.5.3 About Intent
An Intent is an object that provides runtime binding between separate
components (such as two activities). The Intent represents an app’s "intent to do
something." It’s possible to use intents for a wide variety of tasks, but most
often they’re used to start another activity.
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In this example, the Intent refers to Button element that invoke the SendMessage
function in android:onClick="sendMessage" attribute.
The Intent constructor is declared like below in res/layout/activity_main.xml
/** Called when the user clicks the Send button */
public void sendMessage(View view) {
Intent intent = new Intent(this, DisplayMessageActivity.class);
EditText editText = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.edit_message);
String message = editText.getText().toString();
intent.putExtra(EXTRA_MESSAGE, message);
startActivity(intent);
}

The constructor used here takes two parameters:
• A Context as its first parameter (this is used because the Activity class is
a subclass of Context)
• The Class of the app component to which the system should deliver the
Intent (in this case, the activity that should be started)
An Intent can carry a collection of various data types as key-value pairs called
extras. The putExtra() method takes the key name in the first parameter and the
value in the second parameter.

5.5.4 Activity
Like showed in Intent declaration, to start an activity simply call startActivity()
passing the Intent. DisplayMessageActivity is a new activity build for the
example and his resource is under src/ folder.
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
// Get the message from the intent
Intent intent = getIntent();
String message = intent.getStringExtra(MainActivity.EXTRA_MESSAGE);
// Create the text view
TextView textView = new TextView(this);
textView.setTextSize(40);
textView.setText(message);
// Set the text view as the activity layout
setContentView(textView);
}
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All the activities have to be declared in the AndroidManifest.xml file like
showed below:
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
package="com.example.my.fisrt.app"
android:versionCode="1"
android:versionName="1.0" >
<uses-sdk
android:minSdkVersion="8"
android:targetSdkVersion="15" />
<application
android:icon="@drawable/ic_launcher"
android:label="@string/app_name"
android:theme="@style/AppTheme" >
<activity
android:name=".MainActivity"
android:label="@string/title_activity_main" >
<intent-filter>
<action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
<category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
</intent-filter>
</activity>
<activity
android:name=".DisplayMessageActivity"
android:label="@string/title_activity_display_message" >
<meta-data
android:name="android.support.PARENT_ACTIVITY"
android:value="com.example.myfirstapp.MainActivity" />
</activity>
</application>
</manifest>

The <meta-data> element declares the name of this activity's parent activity
within the app's logical hierarchy.

5.5.5 Testing App
The Android App can be compiled and lunched directly from Eclipse toolbar
providing different ways of execution:
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can be installed for the instance on own mobile device testing on live
mode,
after one connect and install his device driver and enabled debugging
mode in setting menu
can be lunched in emulator device, properly configured by dedicated
ADT menu

In the first case, it’s really easy connect and lunch the application, but it’s
limited to device in use.
In the last case, user can decide a really wide variety of settings, depending on
models, functions, resolution, enabling or disabling same features like snapshot
and others.
By the SDK Manager Tools, otherwise, it’s possible take a snapshot of the
current screen and save them on local machine like showed in the IFML –
Webmail Mobile version examples.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In the introduction we expressed the basic principles of IFML and the reasons
that led to the conception of this new modeling language based on WebML and
reinforced by direct experience in the application’s development.
In the chapters immediately following have been exposed to several key
concepts and we have seen how at least three different types of applications,
desktops, mobile browsers and native mobile application, can be expressed via
the same mechanisms of modeling through the IFML.
Finally, you are given a quick introduction to Android Development
Environment and its programming guidelines.
During the course of the present study , I read several publications finalized to
emphasize the need to use a modeling language independent of the target
platform. In my opinion, one of these turns out to be particularly significant,
which I reproduce below.
“Humans tend to be lazy , with two absolutely different consequences. On the
one hand , this can lead to stagnation . On the other, it can lead to looking for
ways to do something with less effort but Achieving the same result . This last
aspect Has Been key in human evolution . Concerning programming we can see
the same thread all over years : make something That might be reused
afterwards with changes as small as possible. That Took us in software
development paradigm from procedural to the object-oriented paradigm . And it
can be taken one step further by Adopting modeling techniques. This applies to
list software engineering as well as to any other of the engineering sciences.” [6]
While the current practice remains to manual programming with related issues
in terms of portability and interoperability, resources in terms of personnel ,
equipment and labor skills to be acquired depending on “what” you intend to
develop, in addition to the enormous difficulties inherent reusability of code and
diagrams, through the IFML we noticed that it is possible to model in abstract
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an application independently of the various programming languages, possible
architectures and infrastructures that exist today .
The IFML allows us to have an typical Model- Driven Architecture approach
following a Cross-Platform Design.
The independence and reusability , in addition to the possibility of being able to
generate in the future the application executive for multiple platforms from the
same diagrams, will allow developers to be able not only to save time and effort,
but will ensure customer satisfaction with a consequential reduction of costs
receiving, ultimately, more services .
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